Pablo Boczkowski • Communication Studies • Northwestern University

Lindsey Cameron • Management • University of Pennsylvania

Zahid Chaudhary • English • Princeton University

Penelope Deutscher • Philosophy • Northwestern University

Daniela Gabor • Law & Economics • University of the West of England

Kriti Kapila • Social Anthropology & Law • King's College London

Ann Kelly • Anthropology & Global Health • King's College London

Shamus Khan • Sociology & American Studies • Princeton University

Shiloh Krupar • Geography, Culture & Politics • Georgetown University

Darryl Li • Anthropology • University of Chicago

Juan Llamas-Rodriguez • Communication • University of Pennsylvania

Geoff Mann • Geography • Simon Fraser University

Nadia Marzouki • Political Science • Sciences Po/CNRS

David Nieborg • Media Studies • University of Toronto

Natacha Nsabimana • Anthropology • University of Chicago

Julia Ticona • Communication • University of Pennsylvania

Antonio Vázquez-Arroyo • Political Science • Rutgers University-Newark

Moira Weigel • Communication Studies • Northeastern University

Gary Wilder • Anthropology, History, French • CUNY Graduate Center

Hannah Wohl • Sociology • University of California, Santa Barbara

Malte Ziewitz • Science & Technology Studies • Cornell University